Elon Parent Bucket List

There are a multitude of things to do with your child on and around Elon’s campus. The items on this bucket list and more can be found on the Elon Parent Engagement website at elon.edu/parents.

**Cheer** for the Phoenix at an athletics event

**Follow** Elon on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram

**Attend** a cultural event or catch a student performance » elon.edu/culturalcalendar

**Stroll** through the Global Neighborhood

**Enjoy** the Festival of Holiday Lights in December. Can’t make it to campus? Watch it online on our Web cam » goo.gl/H11Lk8

**Sign up** for This Week @Elon » elon.edu/elink

**Learn** all about Elon University’s rich history » elon.edu/traditions

**Attend** Family Weekend and take a photo with the Phoenix